Rules For Discovery 2020
1. No smoking, alcohol or drugs. Drinking alcohol or taking illegal drugs will result
in immediate removal from the camp.
2. Do not leave the main grounds at any time – stay well within view of the main hall.
Generally, the sleeping areas are out of bounds during the day. The swimming
pool is out of bounds except during programmed and announced sessions. During
free time, leaders with special vests will be patrolling the general area. Please
speak to them if you have any safety concerns or problems.
3. We encourage you to avoid exclusive relationships including boy/girl pairing off.
No boys in the girls sleeping area and vice versa. Once you are in pyjamas, you
should stay within your sleeping area.
4. When the night sessions finish, supper will be available in the dining room. Please
stay in that room until an announcement is made for you to go to bed. Being in the
general grounds after the night sessions is prohibited.
5. Observe the lights out rule each night. That means no lights and no noise.
6. Be aware of other peoples’ privacy in the showers and accommodation areas, and
always respect other peoples clothes and belongings.
7. There are designated Male and Female shower/toilet blocks for; (a) Camp
participants (b) Leaders and Helpers and you must use your designated block.
Note that the individual shower and toilets next to the bungalow rooms are for the
occupants of those bungalow rooms only and not for general use by anyone else.
8. Please respect the buildings and facilities - do not leave rubbish lying around.
Dispose of chewing gum properly.
9. No swapping of rooms, pastoral groups, or workshops without specific approval.
No sharing of medications. If you are sick, see one of the leaders.
10. At lunch and dinner, everyone will be required to be seated to say Grace. The
leader will then give directions as to when you are to go to the serving area. Scrape
and stack plates and utensils after meals. Setup and cleanup groups are rostered.
11. Please do not touch any of the musical instruments or other equipment.
12. Only authorised people with special name badges should be involved in prayer
ministry.
13. During the day and night sessions in the main hall, please do not use i-Pod’s, or
mobile phones. Do not take photos of anyone unless you have permission. Please
honour the speakers and those sharing by not talking during their presentations.
14. Wear covered shoes when outside and in the dining room. Please remove caps
during the main hall sessions and at meal times.
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